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Логунов А.А., Фоломешкин ВЛ.
Изменяется лв эвергая I U I O M U пря излучения граватавхсиных аола в теория граяв-

ташм Эянштежвв? Серпухов, 19Т7.
25 стр. (ИФВЭ ОТФ 77-101).
Бябляогр. 68.

Показано, что в теории граватаиин Эйнштейна ооляаа 'аяергаа' н полны* поток "энергии' плесков
гравитационно! воины, рассчитываемые с помояыо любого асевдотзора, рзвны нулю. Известны! эхв-
итвновскив результат (14),согласно которому аяергаа « с т о и т е уменьшается прв излучении слабых
плоских гравитационных вала, ае вмват места а теории граавташш Эйнштейна. Приведши примеры точ-
ных волновых решена*, опя хоторых псаадотеязор строго рааан нулю. В теорая гравятавп ЭцнштеЯиа
эяергкя-ммпульс любых слабых грлвитаилсаны» вола всегда равна аул». При излучено гахях волн энер-
гия источника меняться не может, хота эта волны являются раалышын волнами кривизны. Таккм обра-
зом, в теории гравитации Эцяштеяна, по существу, происходят рожданяв энергии яз инчнго.
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Doe» tha Source Шегсу Cbanfa «ban Gravitational Wavea Are K i t t e d i.i tba I l n s t e l n ' s

Gravitation Theory? Serpukhov, 1977.
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It la abom that In the linatein'a (ravltatlon theory the total "energy" of a plane
gravitational wave calculated «lth any paaudoteoaor la equal to zero. Tha knoan l in i te ln ' i
raault 4M^, aeeordlng to «Men tba anei-gy of a aourca 1< decreased «hen plan* «*ak (ravita-
tlonal wavea are emitted, have no place In the llnateln'a gravitational theory. The e^amplea
are (Ivan of exact wave aolutlona for which the paeudotenaor la atrlctly equal to zero. The
energy-BoeentiBi of any weak gravitational wavaa la always equal to aero In the Unateln'»
gravitation theory, «hen auch wavea are emitted the energy o* the aource cannot change,
although theae wavea are real curvat-ire wavea. By thla aeana in the Elnataln'a gravitation
theory tba energy la In eaaence, generated from nothing.



1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The notion of energy-momentum and the energy-momentum con-

servation laws are one of the main fundamental notions and laws

of modern physics. They are common for all physical theories. In

particular the energy-momentum characteristics of any system with

the Lagrangian density L are known to be desribed with the symmet-

ric energy-momentum tensor density С CioU/o^-^ where jr
t/
r is

a metric tensor of the space-time, in terms of which the system

motion is described.

in the Einstein' s gravitation theory the Euler-Lagrange va-

riation vL/oj.j, coincides with the field equation ahd therefore is

equal to zero. The canonical energy-momentum tensor of a free gra-
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vitational field is also equal to zero ' '. This result is in-

dicative of the fact that in the Einstein's gravitational theory

the notion of energy-momentum cannot bear the same sense as in

all other physical theories. Therefore In his calculations of

energy-momentum of gravitational waves Einstein used not the sym-

metric energy-momentum tensor but a pseudэtensor of the gravlta-
/3/

tlonal field . Einstein has shown in bis theory tbe emitted weak

flat gravitational waves to carry energy-momentum and consequently,

according to tbe conservation laws valid In the theory, the eier-

gy of the gravitational wave source does descrease. This result

by no means played a certain role In surviving of the Einstein's

formulation of gravitation theory.

We made it clear In work''
1
' that a zero value would be ob-

tained for "energy" flux of arbitrary transverse (i.e. dependent

only on tbe components g
2 2
, g

3 3
 and g

2
3> gravitational waves if

one follows the Einstein* s method to calculate the "energy" flux

of gravitational waves using the general covarlant Lagranglan den-

sity L-\f-§fl (i.e. the Lorentz pseudotensor'
5
' but not the

Einstein's one). It was also shown tbat the Einstein's result

might arise due to the usage of noncowarlant Lagranglan density

й г that differs from iffR, by a divergence.

Thus there arise* a question whether the Einstein's result

does take place In his gravita ion theory.



We show in the present paper that the Einstein's result

does not follow from his gravitation theory. Ii precise calcula-

tions in the Einstein' s gravitation theory the» total "energy"and

total "energy" flux of flat gravitational wave, derived with any

pseudotensor, are equal to zero. Therefore any pseudotensor is

either strictly equal to zero, or the density of "energy" and

the density of "energy" flux defined with this tensor, do not

have a definite sign, the average values of these magnitudes are

equal to zero.

In his calculations Einstein did not take into considera-

tion, that in his gravitation theory the peeudotensor satisfies

the relation,that does not exist in any other theory,though in

1916 he himself derived this relation'6//(later on this relation

/7/

was many times re-derived by various authors,e.g.Klein' ',Rosen-

feld^8', Belinfante ) . According to this relation the diffe-

rence between the symmetric and canonical tensor (pseudotensor)

of the energy-momentum is expressed in the torn, of a derivative

from antisymmetric tensor (pseudotensor) of the spin. However

since in the Einstein1 s gravitation theory the symmetric energy-

momentum tensor is strictly equal to zero, then it turns out that

pseudotensor should be equal to a derivative from the spin pseu-

dotensor. With account for this equality, that Is Just another

form of Einstein* s equation, the existence of a solution in the



font of weak gravitational wave is incompatible with the field

equation.

We will give examples of precise wave solution,for which

the Einstein and Lorentz pseudotensors are et?lccly equal to zero.

Mb matter what physical sense ot the pseudotensor used is, the

strigent conservation laws,that take place in the Binstelr.' s

gravitation theory prohibit the source energy changes when such

gravitational waves are emitted. Indeed this result aay also be

obtained from direct integration of the motion equations under

condition that at all the stages of calculation the Einstein* s

gravitation theory relations are fulfilled.

In connection with this It is worth mentioning the follow-

ing. The existence of the curvature waves in the Einstein's gra-

vitation iheory allows one on the basis of the motion equations

to make conclusions on reality of the gravitational waves and to

state that the grsvitational waves do carry energy-momentum

(see e.g.^ 1 1" 2 1'). However in any theory, whose equations are de-

rived from a single variation principle, the energy-momentum con-

servational laws and the motion equation combine a united ensemble.

The internal unity of the conservation laws and motion equations

is a characteristic feature of the physical formalism. But the

conservation laws have one great advantage i.e., they permit to

indicate the finite Integral Interaction effect without compiles-



ted calculations. The known Einstein's calculational method/
3
/,

where the gravitation field pseudotensor is used, is quite Justi-

fiably used practically in all considerations of the energy-mo-

mentum problem in the Slnstein' s gravitation theory, one cannot

reject the pseudotensor formalism in the Einstein'в gravitational

theory, since conservation equation (8) is a direct consequence

of the Einstein' в equations (7).It should be noted that conserva-

tion equation (8) is just another form of presenting the motion

equation.

II. CONSERVATION LAWS IN EINSTEIN'S GRAVITATION THEORY

Let us consider an arbitrary closed system of fields тд

with the Lagrangian density lA-fabi» Щ,;%\%, 1&Щ).

The densities of the energy-momentum symmetric and canonical ten-

sors (pseudotensor) are of the form;

The pseuriotensor (density of the canonical energy-momentum tensor)

is related to the density of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor

through a relation



whare &• ie the peeudotensor (tensor) of the spin.

For л flat wave, that is dependent on e.g.(t~XJ
f
 accor-

ding to relation (1) there takes place an equality

- T +

Since the BBS of this equality is a tiae derivative, then tor any

periodical process (a wave packet) having averaged over the period

(packet length) we will obtain equalities

Result (3) denotes that the aean values for the energy density and

energy flux density, calculated with the help of syaaetric energy-

•entuH tensor or canonical tensor (pee-jdotensor), coincide.

Let us consider a free gravitational field with the Lagran-

glan density fj/f. The field equation aay be presented in the fora:

Using a conventional Method of infinitesimal displacements

we May obtain a standard expression for the Lcrentz pseudotensor



If following Einstein we use noncovar?ant Lagrangian density

that differs from V^K. by divergence

then we will obtain the Einstein* a pseudotensor

For the Lorentz peeudotensor the magnitude 0 • has the for.n

and for the Einstein's pseudotensor

In the Einstein's gravitation theory relation (1) is inde-

pendently satisfied both by the gravitational field Lagranglan

density and by the matter T.agrangian density. Let us write down

identity (1) for the gravitational field Lagrangian density and

then according to the field equations C' *" 11 ~v replace the

density of the gravitational field symmetric energy-momentum ten-

9



sor with the matter symmetric energy-momentum tensor density takes

with an opposite sign. Id-itlty (1) will take the form

(7)

Equality (7) le another form of presenting the Einstein's equa-

tions. Since the magnitude €"• le antisymmetric in indices

К, К, then the IBS of equation (7) satisfies the conservation

equation

г (к* т/)= о
that la a direct consequence of the Einstein's equations (7). in

any specific coordinate system the calculation of the matter ener-

gy-momentum changes, when relation (8) ie used, has a strict «ens*

no matter what physical sense the pseudotensor has. "The role of

the magnitudes T; lies in the fact, that they together with the

tensor density T- ot the matter provide equation (8), that being

integrated опт the threedlmensional volume takes the form ot a

conservation law

From equality (8) and equation ¥% {•-& the following known

О ••«•*' Л** IF*
1

relation follows: o/f; -Ifa '«* » from which it is clear that

equality (8) la another form of presenting the motion equation.

10



If we have a closed system of matter and gravitational

field, then for зисп a system according to (9) we will have

£.,. £ .: CO Kit
where we designate

; £'Jit Jr
The magnitude с , especially in the case of weak field approxi-

mation, has а fcsense very close to the one of the matter energy.

For free gravitational field equation (7) takes the form

7? = д
п
 б}** (и)

and is one more form of presentation of field equation (4).

If one considered the solutions of the Einstein* s equation

for flat periodical wave (wave packet) then the RHS of equation

(11) being averaged over the wave period (packet length) will

turn out to be equal to zero, and the IHS will consequently be

equal to zero. It means that

In the Einstein' s gravitation theory for a flat periodical

gravitational wave, dependent on (T~-Xj only, any pseudo-

tensor is either strictly equal to zero, or the "energy"

density To and the "energy" flux density % do not have a

definite sign and here

11



At large distances from the source at ^ c » all the wa-

ves are practically flat, and on the basis ot relation (12) it

follows from relation (9) that independently of the physical sen-

se of the pseudotensor

in the Einstein's gravitation theory the source energy in

average does not change during gravitational wave emission.

Therefore the zero values for the gravitational wave "ener-

gy" obtained by some authors are far from being surprising,

on the contrary with the positive'3,39-48/ gj^ negative va-

lues " for this "energy" obtained by other authors.

Indeed these strict results are true in any approximation

of the Einstein's gravitation theory as well as in a usual weak

field approximation, when

(13)

However as is known Einstein found out that the source ener-

gy decreases according to formula

(14)

when weak flat gravitational waves are treated' .

What is the reason?

If Finstein had used relations (5) and (11), he would have

get convinced at once that the "energy" of transerve gravitational

waves is equal to zero. Still he had directly calculated the value

12



for tff of the Einstein's pseudotensor and get convinced, that

this magnitude bad a definite sign

Therefore Einstein made a conclusion that gravitational waves

carry a positively definite "energy". But Einstein did not take

into account that in addition to a usual expression for the pseu-

dotensor in his formulation of gravitation theory there takes

place equation (11). For any periodical process (wave packet) re-

sult (15) contradicts result (11) and relations (12). It means

that assumption on the existence of a wave solution in the form

of a weak flat transverse wave is incompatible with field equa-

tions (11).

Ко weak transverse gravitational waves exist in the Bin»

stein's gravitational theory.

Incorrectness to use weak field approximations in analysis of

the gravitational wave problem In the Einstein's gravitational

theory was pointed out by many authors"
1
» ' . "л usually

used weak field approximation is useless in the Investigation of

such spread solutions of the field equations as gravitational wa-

ves. When the problem on the existence of gravitational waves that

carry energy is studied, it is obviously necessary to consider a

/31/
precise solution of the field equations .

13



III. INAPLICABILITY OF THE EINSTEIN'S WEAK FIELD APPROXIMATION

When analysing the gravitational, wave problem Einstein con-

sidered weak plane transverse waves depending on (c~X). As is

known if the plane gravitational wave depends only on \t~%), l.e

it permits a full nontransitive group of motion, tbat acts tran-

sitively on isotropic three-dimensional hypersurface} then the

Einstein's space-time with R^O belongs to the Petrov's iv type

and its metrics can be presented in the form

Plane transverse wave (16) is usually considered as a gene-

ralization of a weak transverse wave treated by Einstein.

For metric (16) field equations (11) take the following

form

The RHS of this equation is an expression for the component

o~'o °f the Einstein's pseudotensor. As is seen from (17) the

r°
quantity l0 has not generally speaking a definite sign.

Equation (17) presented with the quantities % - takes the

form

14



(18)

Following Einstein we will assume that there exists a solu-

tion for equation (18) In the form of a weak gravitational wave,

that aay be presented in tbe form of series of the perturbation

theory

Then in a linear approxination we will obtain the equality

from which it follows that for a weak field

If now we leave aside equation (11) and calculate the quan-

tity T
o
 tor the Klnatein'e pseudotensor using the first approxima-

tion r{
K
 then we will obtain the Einstein's result (15).

In the second upproxlmation equation (18) takes the fora

The solution of this equation for the second order terse, expres-

sed via the first order terms may be presented In tbe form

&"+!&'•///(&"'' % $ * №

15



; « = * • * •

If in the first order approximation the functions ^

ip are monochromatic waves with the amplitude F, then in the

second order approximation Yfc contains not only the periodical

terms, but the terms that quadratically increase with the growth

of t andX . In further coming approximations there arise the

term» with higher powers. At the values of / or X^X/l^r where A

is the wave length the second order approximation becomes equal

to the first one. It means that the method of perturbation theory,

used by Einstein in the anlysls of gravitational wave emission,

turns out inapplicable when considering the Einstein's nonlinear

equations.

If following Einstein we will assume that weak plane waves

arise from some nonstationary material source, then the first

order terms would have the form

where we have introduced the frequency ti/ mass H and the dimen-

sion L of the system. The second order terms are

and they are compared with the first order terms at U>

Thus at large distances at Rr^^o where it is just expedient to

sptak about the radiation energy fluxes, the Einstein's perturba-

16



tion theory cannot be applied, and consequently formula (14) does

not follow from the Einstein's gravitation theory.

The functions 4L, п„, and 4 ^ satisfy only one equation

(17). Therefore two functions out of three may be given arbitra-

rily. In particular, one may require that metric (16) should sa-

tisfy also a harmonic additional condition

that in the weak field approximation go into the Gilbert condition

г (r-ii- *CH i к
that was used by Einstein in his calculations. For metric (16)

condition (19) takes the fora ^o'y/^f~0. In this the RHS of

Eq.(17) is equal to zero, and consequently, according to the field

equations the Einstein's pseudotensor is strictly equal to zero.

However if following Einstein we calculate the quantity^ using

the first order approximation V ^ w e will obtain a usual Eins-

tein'в result (15). This example quite well exhibits the inaplica-

bility of the Einstein's method.

Weak field approximation cannot be used in the analysis of

the gravitational waves in the Einstein's gravitation theory

Similarly in the Einstein's gravitation theory the results

of the calculations based on the equations of motion without an

17



explicit usage of the pseudotensor formalism (e.g.' ),

are of no sense, in all these calculations one always uses the

method of perturbation theory and it is assumed that weak field

approximation can be applied. Thus formula (14) does not follow

in the Einstein' a gravitation theory.

IV, ON PRECISE SOLUTIONS OF THE EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS

/12/
For the plane Bond! waves

that are wave packets against the flat space-time background and

dependent not only on (i-xfaut on 4f £ as well, the Einstein'в

pseudotensors do coincide with the Lorentz ones, and condition

(12) is fulfilled for them, i.e. the total "energy" and the total

flux of "energy" for the Bond! wave are equal to zero.

/CO / /£ZA f

For the Brinkmann -peres waves

all the components of the Einstein's and Lorentz pseudotensore

are equal to zero.

The function j~ for B-P waves satisfy only one equation

X f-i = 0, and the components of the curvature tensor, dlf-

ferent from zero^are equal to the derivatives jr j£. Jit' I f t n e

18



function Tie independent of 4, 2" or is linear over these vari-

ables the space-time is flat. The function +~ Ч& т. (£-XJ i~

*p(ft~L/TnH~y quadretic over 4f •%• corresponds to the plane

wavo propagating along the axis X. The curvature tensor in this

wave depends on vt~Xj only. It should be noted that this wave

is by necessity a strong gravitational «rave. With the increase

of the variables */, £*- the quanitlty j~ increases unlinitedly.

/65/
For the waves of Kitalgorodov-Pestov

all the components of the Einstein's and Lorentz pseudotensors

are equal to zero.

For the Dangvu waves ', described with metrices

with additional condition

all the components of the Einstein'в and Lorentz pseudotensors

are equal to zero.

For the Dangvu waves the Einstein's equations take a form

of a usual linear wave equation У 7 ^ г -U that obviously

permits periodical solutions.

19
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The list of such examples may be prolonged (one of *he very

/
first examples would be the Einstein-Bos л» cylindrical waves

If the pseudotensor is strictly equal to zero, then the

energy balance equation (9) takes the form

and makes it clear that source energy cannot change when such gra-

vitational waves are emitted. In a conventional theory it would

be an evidence that the source does not emit any waves. However

in the Einstein's gravitational theory from the equality TQ-%-0

the absence of the gravitational waves does not follow. For all

the quoted examples of the precise solutions the curvature ten-

sor components differ from zero, i.e. all the treated waves

are "real" curvature waves. The Einstein's gravitational theory

predicts an existence of gravitational waves, whose emission

does not change the source energy, and the waves themselves do

not carry energy-momentum,nevertheless these gravitational waves

can act on the probe bodies. Thus in the Einstein's gravitation

theory the energy is in essence generated from nothing!

V. C O N C L U S I O N

We have shown in the Einstein's gravitation theory the avera-

ge values for "energy" and "energy" flux of gravitational waves,

20



depending on (t~XA are equal tc zero, therefore «lien such waves

are emitted the source energy does not change in average.

The existence of various precise solutions of the Einstein* s

equations dependent not only onp-A^but on *̂  2" ae well, for which

not only the relations (.7°) = (T
O
 )=0 but the relations ?2 = О are

fulfilled, is an. evidence that in reality theee results are oore

general, When the waves with J; = 0 are emitted the source energy

does not change.

When considering any weak waves in the Einstein's gravita-

tion theory one usually replaces the variables according (13) and

treats the quantities ^ » s new field variables in the flat spa-

ce-time with a metric tensor if.. It goes without saying that the

replacement of variables (13) Is always possible and does not

change the physical results. In this the Einstein's gravitation

theory may be formally considered as theory of tensor field %-f

in the space-time with a metric tensor Ĵ . .

The Initial theory is symmetric with respect to the quani-

ties Y' and y. . These quantities are present in all the for-

mulas of the theory in the form of sum (13). Therefore in the Eins-

tein' s gravitation theory for a free gravitational field there

take place relations

т
that means that equations for field 0? are fulfilled and simulta-

neously, the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of free gravitatlo-

21



nal field is equal to zero in the space-time with a metric tensor

, It means that

In the Einstein's gravitational theory the energy of any

weak gravitational waves Is equal to zoro.

Thes? results indicate that in the Einstein's gravitational

theory the notion of physical field, interaction and energy-momen-

tum does not bear the sense that is implied in other physical

theories.

If we stick to the point of view (Einstein shared it too)

that the gravitational waves emit, absorb and carry energy,then

the Einstein's gravitational theory is internally contraversial

from this viewpoint.

Consideration of the common properties of the class of geo-

metrized gravitation theories »10', the Einstein's gravitational

theory is : particular case of it, makes it clear that all dif-

ficulties and problems of the Einstein* s formulation of the gra-

vitation theory are connected with the assumption on the geomet-

rization not only of the matter Lagrangian but of the Lagrangian

density of the gravitational field as well. This assumption does

not follow from any experimental facts and is not obligatory to

construct the theory.

If we demand that the notion of energy-momentum in the gra-

vitation theory should bear a usual sense, and gravitational wa-

ves should carry energy-momentum, then the Lagrangian density of

22



gravitational field should be nongeometrized.

One of the possible versions of the geoaetrlzed gravitation

theory with nongeometrized gravitational field Lsgrangian density

that completely describes all the known experimental facts, conser-

ves all the physical notions and solves the energy-momentum problem,

considered in
/ 2 > 1 0 / /

.

We are indebted to B.A. Arbuzov and S.S. Gershteln tor dis-

cussions of the paper.
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